
  

CHÂTEAU LA GARDE 
PESSAC LÉOGNAN 
Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot. Seductive 
aromas of ripe fruits, licorice & a smoky 
character; delicate, rounded tannins; 
generous rich character & volume; 
harmonious; long, well-balanced finish. 
 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Deep and concentrated color. Seductive aromas of ripe fruits, licorice 
and a smoky character often found in the terroirs of Pessac-Leognan. On the palate, the power of the 

delicate, rounded tannins is accompanied by generous rich character and volume. The wine’s 
harmonious presence culminates in a long, well-balanced finish, with well-integrated oak character. 

Located on one of the Pessac-Léognan appellation's finest gravel outcrops. Château La Garde was 
one of the first vineyard estates to make a conscious commitment to preserve and protect the natural 

environment and adopt integrated viticulture. It is now "Terra Vitis" certified. Pre-fermentation cold 
maceration. Alcoholic fermentation, with very few manipulations. Malolactic fermentation partially in 

barrels. Ageing in barrels takes place in an arched underground cellar with air-conditioning for 12-14 
months. Cooperage savoir-faire and oak selection are combined when choosing the barrels so that 

they are best suited to the characteristics and style of Château La Garde wines. 

"We bought Château la Garde in June 1990, totally seduced by the exceptional quality of the terroir, 
which is quite possibly one of the finest gravel outcrops in the Pessac-Léognan appellation. Motivated 
by this ambitious project, worthy of this magnificent terroir, considerable time and finances have been 

invested and have been rewarded with the increasingly frequent production of delicate, elegant and 
appealing fine Pessac-Léognan wines." -Patrick Jestin (CEO of Dourthe) 
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